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Background


The Carteret Islands, situated 86kms off the coast of The Autonomous Region of Bougainville,
PNG, have a population of 2,532 people. Over the past 30 years, the six coral atolls that form
the islands have subsided. Rising sea levels, storms and high tides have eroded the islands
and, despite seawalls and mangroves, the shorelines of the islands are being eroded.
Furthermore, seawater has flooded though the islands in many places making the once fertile
soil saline and useless for growing traditional
fruit trees and crops.



The people, who once led an idyllic, but
subsistence lifestyle of fishing and growing fruit
and vegetables, have little money to relocate to
Bougainville. They are now dependent on
handouts of rice and canned food from the
Bougainville government. It is estimated that
over the next 30-40 years, the islands will be
totally uninhabitable.
Relocation of the
islanders to another area has become essential
and increasingly urgent.



In 2006, the Council of Chiefs (CoE) of the Carteret Islands formed an association to coordinate
the voluntary relocation of some of the Carteret Islands’ population. This association was
called Tulele Peisa Inc. The Executive Director of this association, Ms. Ursula Rakova, who is
based in Tinputz in Bougainville, is a highly experienced and skilled community manager with
an award from the PNG government. She is a Carteret Island elder and is committed to using
sustainable environmental practices in the relocation settlements. She also understands the
cultural implications of introducing new people to established communities on Bougainville.

Eroding coast line on one of the Carteret Islands

Bougainville
 Is known as the Autonomous region of Bougainville of PNG and is made up of the main
Bougainville Island, the Island of Buka and several outlying islands.
 It has 175,000 people and has had a long history of occupation under France, Germany,
Australia and Japan. The civil war of 1987-1997, in which 15,000-20,000 people lost their lives,
has had a lasting legacy on the people of Bougainville.
 The main island of Bougainville, which is about 25 km long, is mountainous with dense tropical
vegetation.
 There are rich deposits of copper and gold on the island, but the copper mine at Arawa, which
triggered the civil war, is no longer in operation

Figure 1 shows the location of Bougainville and Figure 2, the location of the Carteret islands
(formerly Tulin Islands).
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Figure 1. Papua New Guinea and Bougainville (Source: http://www.un.org/Depts/Cartographic/map/profile/papua.pdf)

Figure 2. The Island of Bougainville, with Tulin Islands (Carteret Islands)
(Source: http://www.riverbendnelligen.com/bougainvillemap.html
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How Rotary became involved


In 2009, the problems facing the Carteret Islanders were raised by Helen Hill, a Rotarian of the
Rotary Club of Doncaster. Helen’s son, Stuart Hill, had made a documentary on the threats
facing the Carteret Islands and Helen brought the story to the attention of the club. The
Sustainable Communities Committee of District 9810 showed interest in the project and, at
the request of PDG David Alexander (2010-2011), developed a prospectus. PDG Juliet Riseley
(2011-2012) gave further support to the project and a small committee was formed in 2011,
made up of Rotarians and non-Rotarians. This committee developed a three year strategic
plan, renaming the project, the First Wave Project.



In 2011, the project was submitted as a RAWCS project and accepted on the basis that the
project gains support from a Rotary club in District 9600 and from the current District
Governor of District 9600. A trip was then planned to the Carterets to conduct a survey of the
needs of Carteret people. This trip, which was deferred twice, was finally conducted during 714 September, 2012, under the banner of a RAWCS1 project, with three members - Pat
Armstrong (team leader, Rotary Club of Doncaster) and non-Rotary members, Damian
Woodbury (a vet who has worked in disaster areas) and Max Kelly (an agricultural scientist
from Deakin University who has also worked in developing countries).

Discussion with the Rotary Club of Port Moresby


On 7 September, we met with Ernest Lohberger from the Rotary Club of Port Moresby. He
expressed concern that the project was perhaps not suitable for Rotary, as the land rights
issues around the resettlement areas had not been settled. We pointed out that the project
was really a humanitarian matter, one in which Rotary could play an important role. Ernest
wanted to be sure that any assistance provided by Rotary would make a difference for the
Carteret people and would not involve Rotary in any land rights issues. Ernest commented
that if we could identify activities that would meet these two requirements, then he would
recommend the project to his Rotary club.

Visit to the Carteret Islands
We were fortunate to be able to travel in small boats to the Carteret Islands with a team of local
and international visitors:



1

Ursula Rakova (Tulele Peisa Inc.)
Stanley Tom and George Tom from the Alaskan village of Newtok (whose village is being
relocated because of the effects of climate change – erosion, flooding and melting
permafrost)

RAWCS – Rotary Australia World Community Service
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Two lawyers: Robin Brennan from the Alaska Immigration Justice Project and Alyssa Johl,
Centre for International Environmental Law
Dr Gabriel Kulwaum from the Manus Islands (who led a team of three Manus Island men
whose islands are also being impacted by climate change)
Michael from Alus Island (one of the Manus islands)
Isaiah from the Western Islands (also one of the Manus Islands)
Sally Tiwari (a journalist from The National newspaper)

We stayed for three nights on the main island of Han, home to about 1,000 people. The island,
which is about 1 km long by ½ km wide, is a sandy atoll, about 1.2 m above sea level. We were
not able to travel to the other islands, although we did observe from a distance Huene Island,
which has been cut in half by the action of the sea.
Some observations of interest were:


The houses on the islands, built mainly of
local materials, are squat and have a pitched
roof, a door and maybe one window. This is
clearly a building style that suits the heavy
rainfall experienced on the island. The
people sleep on the sandy floor of the
houses and cook over outdoor fires, using
mainly coconut husks as fuel. Tall coconut
trees dot the village. Men and boys climb
the coconut trees and throw down coconuts
for consumption by the villagers – an
essential part of their diet.

One of the traditional houses on Han Island



The houses are mainly on the western side of the island facing the lagoon; the eastern side
of the island is tropical forest and this seems to be the side most damaged by the action of
storms. On a walk around the island, we saw evidence of erosion on the foreshore – sea
walls, fallen coconut trees and stumps of trees. We were told that the shore has eroded
by 30-40 metres over the past 40 years. People told us that the sea invades the islands
mainly during king tides, usually during the November to February period. The invading
sea water, which can be 20 cm deep, has left the soil salty and unsuitable for growing
traditional foods.



When we were there, the people on Han were
very busy working on a new venture, the
seaweed project – cultivating seaweed along
strings in the shallow water of the lagoon and
drying it in covered racks. It is expected that
the dried seaweed will be sold to markets in
Korea for about 1.60 Kina per kilogram (about
A$.80 per kg). Ursula believes that some of
the $2 million AusAid funding went towards
this project.
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We were told that each tray will hold 85 kg of seaweed, worth about K136/tray. There
were probably about 20 seaweed trays on the island, which could potentially generate a
total income of about K2,720 per collection. As this is a new venture, no one was sure how
often they could collect the seaweed and hence, what the potential annual income could
be.



Ursula has tried to introduce vegetable growing in raised plots, but the islanders were not
very interested. She said that they would rather grow seaweed for cash and pay
exorbitant prices for food from the shop. (For example a can of beef costs K14 (A$7).



Ursula also believes that the sea invasion
has destroyed the arable land on the island
and the people can no longer grow taro,
the staple food, and other vegetables in
the forest. Instead weeds (palm trees)
have invaded, replacing the taro.



The people seem to exist on a diet of fish
and rice with some coconut juice and
flesh, and occasionally banana. We were
told that most people live on one meal a
day. We did not speak to medical people
about the general health of the islanders,
but we have serious questions about the
adequacy of this diet for the islanders,
especially for the children.

Palm trees have invaded where taro once grew



There is a primary school on the island, but it only goes up to Grade 8 (aged 16 years). The
children start school at eight years of age. For secondary schooling, children have to go
across to Bougainville to attend high school. This is only available if the parents are able to
pay for the cost of sending the children to these high schools – and there is little cash in
most families.



There were some small stores on the island, selling mainly tinned food at high prices.
There was at least one diesel powered generator and solar panels for the two satellite
phones which are the only means of contact with Bougainville.



The government on Han Island is a council of elders who report directly to the provincial
government in Bougainville. The council members are elected by the villagers in six areas
on the island. We briefly met with the Executive Manager of Atoll Affairs from the
Bougainville government, and was told later by Ursula that he is not supportive of Tulele
Peisa’s relocation project.



Ursula told us that she believes that Han Island will be uninhabitable by 2040, but Dr
Gabriel Kulwaum (from Manus Islands) believes it will be more like 40 to 50 years (i.e.
2050-2060) before the people will be forced to move.
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It seems that the deteriorating conditions on the island have been happening for a long
time. (Some say as far back as the 1950s). We learnt that there was a trial relocation
settlement on Bougainville in the 1980s, but because of the civil war, the people in the
settlement moved back to Han Island.



We spoke to several people who were keen to leave the island because of the poor
conditions and lack of food and opportunities. However, there were others, especially the
elderly, who said that they do not want to leave. There are several reasons for this, with
the main ones being fear of the conditions on Bougainville (especially after the relatively
recent civil war) and an unwillingness to leave behind their ancestral lands. (One man told
us that he would never leave, as his wife is buried on the island.)



We visited the medical centre on the island. It has a clinic and a maternity room with an
old fashion birthing chair. There are nurses’ quarters and a new nurses’ accommodation
building under construction, but the materials needed to finish off the building are still on
the wharf in Buka in Bougainville. There is a timber building, approximately 10m x 7m,
being used as a ward for sick people, but there are no beds, and medicines are stored on a
box at the end of the room. Patients sleep on the lino floor. There is a desperate need for
at least 10 hospital beds. We were told that when there are outbreaks of serious illnesses
(dysentery, malaria, cholera and influenza) on the island, there can be many patients (and
their families) in the ward – all on the floor.



We were told that the official population of the Carterets is 2,732, but that any one time
there may be only 1,500 or so living there, as people move back and forth to the
Bougainville, PNG and other places. We were also told that the population growth on Han
Island is increasing at 2.3% per annum, with many families having 8-10 children. We
estimated that, at this rate of increase, the population will double in about 50 years.



In summary, there is an expanding population on Han Island that is shrinking in size and
with a diminishing capacity to support this population.

Visit to Tinputz
After three nights on Han Island, we travelled
back to Bougainville to spend two further nights
in Tinputz.
Some observations from our time in the Tinputz
area:


Tinputz is a small town, about 40
kilometres south east of Buka. It can be
reached via the sea in “banana boats” or
along the main highway. The road was
well made, but not sealed. The trip to
The new settlement in Tinputz - Moroav
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Tinputz to Buka by either boat or truck takes about 1 hour.


The new settlement in Tinputz, called Moroav, is on 71 hectares of land donated by the
Catholic Church in Bougainville. This is one of four sites on land all donated by the Catholic
Church. We were told that the Bishop of Bougainville has announced that this land is for
the Carteret people to be used in trust for perpetuity. Tulele Peisa Inc is now working with
a lawyer to have a formal agreement drawn up. At the Moroav settlement, the land
formerly belonged to the Catholic Church and was not customary land (land owned by
clans or groups). It would be different situation if the land was customary land, as local
people may object to the new settlement if they considered that it was impacting on the
local infrastructure, schools, medical clinics or transport. However, there have been no
objections as yet. We were told that it is likely that at some time in the future, land
payments will have to be made by Tulele Peisa to the Catholic Church and any traditional
owners.



Unfortunately, we were not able to speak with any officers in the Administration of
Bougainville, nor with Father John Bosco from the Tinputz parish (he was away from the
town at the time of our visit). We did however, communicate with him by email after our
return (see page 14)



The Moroav land will only accommodate 10 families (about 100 people), with one family
per house. Each family will have 1 ha of land to grow vegetables for either their own use
or for sale. Houses will be owned by Tulele Peisa Inc, which means that they cannot be
sold by the families living in them. Extra plots of land have been cleared to provide food
for the administration and for the mission of Father John Bosco.



Tulele Peisa Inc has obtained funding to build the ten houses at Moroav, but have no
funding yet to build houses at the other sites. They have also obtained funding to build
four extra classrooms at the Tinputz school.



Two permanent houses have been built in Moroav, as well as 3 to 4 semi-permanent
homes which will be used to as temporary homes for new arrivals. They also plan to set up
a transit house in case of emergency. Some projects are planned: a water pump to pump
water to a header tank at the top of the hill, a piggery and a septic tank. As the area is not
prone to cyclones, the houses were built on stilts for ventilation and to create a covered
meeting area for the families.



We spoke to people in the Tinputz community who believe that the Carteret people in
Moroav are sticking to themselves and not mixing with the other people in the local
community. They would like to see the Carteret people making more effort to socialise
and to join various groups.



Some of the people living in Moroav told us that they like living there, mainly because they
now have more food. On the Carterets, they had one meal a day, whereas in Moroav they
now have three meals a day and a greater variety of vegetables and fruit.
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There will probably be an exchange of food between the Carterets and Moraov: fish from
the Carterets to Moraov and vegetables to the Carterets. There are plans to sell foods
from the plots at the local market.



It seems that the Tinputz community has welcomed the Carteret people. This was
confirmed at the meeting with the local council. Apparently one family had complained
about the use of the land by the Carteret people, but the Catholic Church stepped in and
referred the matter to the local Council who upheld the decision.



There is a problem with the dogs in Tinputz (Damian Woodberry, our veterinarian team
member) has offered to help with advice on contraceptives for the dogs).



The Moroav people are raising chickens at the settlement to eat and to sell for cash.
Damian believes that there are risks with this enterprise. Ursula bought 100 one day old
chicks with food from Lau and planned to raise them for sale. However, according to
Damian, after seven weeks chickens can develop breaks in their feet and legs, so they will
be need to be sold at a younger age before this happens. He suggested that the people
should switch to native layer chickens. He also suggested that they could raise the
chickens from eggs and for this they will need to build an incubator. They also will need to
guard the chickens against theft, as their first batch of chickens was stolen.



According to Max Kelly (our team member who is an agricultural scientist), the people in
the settlement are practising sustainable agriculture, with the assistance of Bruno who has
been trained at an agricultural college. They are using sustainable agricultural practices,
such as rotating crops, including legumes. The rich soil, which is 15 cm deep, is perfect for
growing a wide variety of crops. The growing area had once been a cocoa plantation and,
while there are still some cocoa plants on the land, these are prone to cocoa pod borer
and the pods cannot be harvested yet.



Tulela Peisa has joined a cocoa cooperative and hopes to become a certified organic
grower under Rainforest Alliance. The intention is that the sale of the cocoa from the
Moraov plantation in the future may generate income to fund the future costs of building
the houses for the other three settlements and any ongoing running costs.



We walked through the land that had been cultivated. Many varieties of foods are being
grown: pawpaw, cassava, sweet potato, sugar cane, eggplant, tomatoes, beetroot,
capsicum, cucumber, cabbage, coconut, banana cocoa beans and sorghum (for the
chooks).



We were invited to a meeting with the local council, learning that:
 There were no issues about the Tinputz community accepting the Carteret people and,
as far as they were concerned, no issues about the Catholic Church donating the land
for the Carteret people.
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 The Government of Bougainville does not have a clear policy on relocation and is not
giving clear directions to local governments. (We also learned that there is no
international policy on relocation of climate change refugees.)
 The Tinputz people and others in Bougainville do not really connect with the issue of
climate change and so there is little understanding of or empathy with the plight of the
Carteret people.
 Father John Bosco of the local parish is a Carteret Islander. He is also chairman of the
diocese land board. The land in question is owned by the Catholic Church.
 The local community is very proud of the new Bougainville Technical College in Tinputz,
which is to be launched by the Prime Minister of PNG in the coming months. This is a
specialised training centre for grades 8 to 12. It could take 200 to 300 students per
year, but may start with 150 students, some of whom may be residential. People from
the Moroav community could be trained at this college.

The needs of the people
The following list was compiled after speaking with various people on Han Island, Moroav and the
Tinputz school:

Han Island


Library books, computers, printers, sports equipment for the school



10 hospital beds



8 lifejackets for the boat to transport people to and from Bougainville in their own banana
boat

Tinputz


Funds to help train the people who have come from the Carterets to Moroav in specialist
trade skills – carpenters, plumbers, electricians, mechanics, ICT technicians, agriculture.
Currently, Tulele Peisa has to pay for tradespeople to do work at the relocation site.
Ursula has costed out this project at K50 (about A25,000).



Equipment for the administration block in Moroav – computer, office equipment, printer,
air-conditioner. They also need K10,000 to just finish off the building.



Second-hand four-wheel-drive vehicle (probably could get one for A$10,000)



Pruning equipment for the cocoa trees – shears on poles, saws, chainsaws
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For the Tinputz school: library books, 2 PC computers, printers, sports equipment
(basketball, volleyball, soccer ball), pens, pencils, paper, exercise books. (Peter, the
Principal, also requested training in ICT. He could then train teachers about how to use
computers in the classroom.)



For the Marion Women’s Group: second-hand clothes (men and women’s T-shirts, men
shorts), girls and boys summer tops and shorts, kitchen utensils (baking dishes, bowls and
plates, cups, cutlery)



Funding for sanitation at the Moroav settlement site: water tanks and septic tank

Note Duncan MacGregor (from the Australian Conservation Foundation) is sending over a shipping
container to Lae with pallets of eight solar panels for the administration building at Moroav. I
checked with Duncan and the container will not be full. They plan to send the solar panels when
they get word from Tulele Peisa. Duncan doesn’t expect this container to go until at least
December. He was happy with us filling the remaining space in the container with some of the
urgent items on the above wish list.

What we learnt from the trip
The relocation project


The Carteret Islands are clearly under threat from environmental factors. However, we
were unable to find out the exact cause of this and it has been difficult to find credible
explanations. Various reasons have been proposed, such as shifting tectonic plates and an
increase in sea level caused by climate change. Whatever the case, the islands are being
eroded, water is inundating the islands and the land has become essentially unsuitable for
growing crops. We did find out from BoM records that sea level in the region has risen 20
cm over the last 170 years, and this must be exacerbating the situation.



In addition, the population of the Carteret Islands is increasing, leading to the grim
situation where there is a growing population on shrinking islands. The quality of life on
the islands appears to be deteriorating, with many people existing on one meal a day, and
that meal is monotonous - fish, coconut and rice. We suspect that this diet is leading to
malnutrition, but we could find no evidence to support this suspicion in the short time we
were on the island.



On Han Island, the seaweed project may give the people some respite, through an
injection of funds to buy food. However, this project has diverted their attention from
growing crops on raised vegetable gardens to provide a more varied diet. There are a
number of related issues on this island that will need to be addressed as a matter of
urgency: education, medical services, diet, water, communication with the mainland and
safe transport to and from the island. All these matters cannot be addressed by Rotary
alone, but need attention by government and humanitarian groups.
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Tulele Peisa has made a courageous attempt to resettle a small number (83 families – 800
of the 2,500 Carteret Islanders) on Bougainville. They have managed to secure four blocks
of land, all donated by the Catholic Church, to settle these families. They have obtained
funding to build 10 houses on the Tinputz site and funding for four classrooms for the
Tinputz school. They have already started building houses at Tinputz, are cultivating the
land using a model of sustainable agriculture and plan to grow cocoa and other crops to
finance the future settlements. Aware of potential resentment by local people, Tulele
Peisa has worked hard to win their support through discussions and projects that will bring
benefits to the whole Tinputz community. Finding the funding for the extra classrooms for
the school is an example of this. There appears to be no resentment from locals and the
local council is supportive. We were told that the Carteret people in Moraov were keeping
to themselves and not mixing much with local people. This is understandable, but it is not
helping to integrate them into the local community.



There are certainly issues over the land rights of the four settlement sites donated by the
Catholic Church, but land rights in Bougainville are complex. The Catholic Church has
donated the land to the Carteret people and there seems to be no opposition from local
people. Hopefully, Tulele Peisa will be able to sort out the legal ramifications of this in the
near future.



Although Moroav is on the coast and the people will still be able to fish, the plan is that
their main source of food and income will be from growing fruit, cocoa and vegetables.
The settlement is only very new and it is remains to be seen if the people coming from the
Carterets will be able to switch from an essentially fishing lifestyle to one of farming.



We also learned that there is another project, funded by the Government of Bougainville,
to relocate 60 families from the Carterets to land at Corula, where the local people are of
the same clan as those of the Carterets. It seems that there is some tension between the
government initiative and that of Tulele Peisa. According to Dr Maryanne Loughry2, the
government initiative is taking a long time, with delays being caused mainly in getting
MoUs drawn up between the local people and the incoming families. The government
believes that these MoUs will be important for the integration of the Carteret people into
the Corula community. Tulele Peisa Inc has set up their own project in frustration at the
delays in the government project.



We also learned that there is no international policy on relocation of climate change
refugees. This may be an area where Rotary could play a leadership role.

2 Hear an interview or read a transcript of the interview by Damien Carrick with Dr Maryanne Loughry,
Jesuit Refugee Service, Australia; and Boston College, USA at Climate change: The Pacific:
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/lawreport/climate-change-the-pacific/3684242#transcript
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Limitations of this survey


All three of us spent a week in Bougainville speaking with many people. Nevertheless, our
understanding of the issues facing the Carteret people is still only superficial. We only
spent three days on the Carteret Islands, all on only one island, Han and only three days in
Tinputz.



As our plans were changed at the last minute so we could travel to the Carterets (which
proved to be critically important to our understanding of the issues), we were not able to
speak with any staff or Ministers from the Administration in Bougainville. We do need to
hear their side of the story and to hear more about the Government resettlement plan.



Father John Bosco (the priest at Tinputz) was away from Bougainville during our visit and
so we were unable to speak with him about the donation of the land by the Catholic
Church and there are no contact details on the website. Pat has since communicated with
Father John Bosco who confirmed that the Catholic Church does own the land and that the
Bishop of Bougainville has approved the settlement of the Carteret people on the land
with “endorsement from the parish council”. He added that Tulele Pesia is “still working
around the clock to secure this piece of land so that they have the title. Until then they
still feel like strangers till they have the title transferred to them”.

Recommendations


That additional research is conducted with the Bougainville government about the
Government resettlement plan at Corula and any land rights issues.



That Rotary raises funds to assist the Carteret Islanders on both the islands, at the new
settlement in Tinputz and at the other three relocation sites, coordinated by Tulele Peisa
Inc., and that this be a long-term commitment from Rotary.



That, where possible, Rotary should help support other worthy projects in the Tinputz
community and, in so doing, help counteract any resentment by the Tinputz community
towards the Carteret community in Moroav. Examples of this support could include
providing equipment for the Tinputz school and the Marion Women’s Group.



That the Rotary Club of Doncaster initiates a matching grant or future vision grant in
partnership with the Rotary Club of Port Moresby to supply some of the items on the wish
lists of the Carteret people.



That some items (such as books, school equipment, clothing and cooking equipment,
second-hand computers and hospital beds) be sent across in the container that Duncan
MacGregor plans to send to Lae in December. This should be a high priority and a gesture
of goodwill towards the Carteret people.
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That District 9810 and the Southern Region of RAWCS works to raise the awareness of the
plight of low lying communities being affected by environmental threats, such as those
posed by climate change, and advocates, if possible, for the development of an
International Policy for Relocation of Environmental Refugees.
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Appendix 1. General learnings for future trips to PNG and Bougainville

Children on Han Island



Before we left, we prepared comprehensive job lists, contact lists and a safety plan. On
Damian’s suggestion, we had a procedure in place that if partners had not heard from us in
48 hours, one of them would call our Rotary contact in Port Moresby. Although this was
not required, it did provide some comfort to those back home.



We found that we could purchase a tourist visa to Papua New Guinea at the Port Moresby
airport for K100. The process was quick and quite straightforward. We all used this option
of obtaining a visa, rather than send off an application and our passport to the PNG
Consulate in Canberra.



It is best to carry some kina from Australia when entering PNG, as ATMs are not that easy
to access.



We were unable to call the Administration in Bougainville before we left, as advised on the
DFAT site. I had the number checked by Telstra – it was correct – but no-one answered my
frequent calls. We did all register on the Smart Traveller website before we left.



We were advised to not take good phones with us, so Damian and I both took old models
and we all purchased SIM cards in Port Moresby through Digicel the local provider. We
each bought K20 credit for our cards – this seemed to be enough. We found that we could
call and text home to Australia, but could not receive text messages, proving to be a
problem at times. Damian’s wife, however, could send SMSs through Skype.



We took with us a comprehensive first aid kit. Two members of our party were trained in
first aid, with Damien being a vet. We all ensured that our vaccinations are up-to-date and
we all took malaria tablets as required. Pat and Damian both took Doxycycline (which may
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make some people more sensitive to sunlight) while Max took Malorone (which is more
expensive, but is the drug used to treat malaria if you come down with the disease). We
each had a mosquito net, but these were not really needed, as there were few mosquitoes
at the time. We had no health issues on the trip.


Max brought a small ceramic water filter (cost about $200) and we used that to filter most
of our drinking water. Water at the priest’s houses on Han Island and at Tinputz is from
rainwater tanks and should be okay to drink.



The people in Bougainville were very friendly and helpful. One of the American women
travelled to Buka on her own and was cared for by strangers who escorted her to Tinputz.
The rest of us were all looked after very well by the people from Tulele Peisa. When
staying at the Priest’s house in Tinputz, the building was locked at night, but we never felt
in any danger as there were always local people watching out for us. The key was to be
travelling under the patronage of a local person, in this case Ursula Rakova.
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Appendix 2. Additional notes compiled from the field trip
(Written by Duncan MacGregor after his visit to Tinputz in June 2012)


Generator is 2.5kVA, which is used by Tulele Peisa for electricity needs in the office during the
day.



Land for the relocation is owned by the Catholic Church. There is no written agreement, but
there will be an agreement for the title to be handed over once the first 10 families have been
relocated from Tinputz to Bougainville. The land agreement will not be signed until this is
complete, and there is no set date for the completion this phase of movement. It is anticipated
that by the end of 2013 the relocation will be competed, but this solely depends on the
financing of the completion of the ten houses.



The four sites earmarked for the relocation and development are:
1. Tinputz: 10 families
2. Tearouki – 15min by road south of Tinputz – 10 families
3. Mabiri – 1.5 hours south of Tinputz by road – 20 families
4. Tsimba – 1 hour by road towards the West Coast – 43 Families



All of the sites are owned by the Catholic Church



Eighty-three Carteret Island families have now signed up to the Tulele Peisa relocation
program.



In additional to the Tulele Peisa relocation, there is also a Bougainville government scheme
proposed to be bringing families across from the islands. Information was limited on this, and
there seems to be little progress in respect to development of sites in Bougainville for this
program. There are reputedly 40 Islander families signed up to this program.



New house sites will not begin until Tinputz is completed. The islanders are generally positive
for the program. There is wide dissatisfaction about the lack of government action on the
Government relocation program. I was told there is more support from the community for the
Tulele Peisa program, and more families are now agreeing to move to Bougainville.



Since 2006, Tulele Peisa facilitates and fundraises for the relocation of Carteret Islanders to
Bougainville. Tulele Peisa was started when Ursula was approached several times by the
Council and Elders from Carteret Islands whilst she was working for Oxfam New Zealand in
Bougainville. She was asked to begin a committee and start fundraising for the relocation
program by the people of Carteret Islands. A Carteret Island Trust Fund was set up, and a
committee was formed to begin fund raising. Tulele Peisa is formally registered as an NGO.



The administration office in its present location is space rented from the Catholic Church.
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In October 2006, the Church offered the land for the relocation sites. Tulele Peisa did make
other approaches around Bougainville, but in the end Tinputz Church did approach Tulele
Peisa. Land has been donated on spiritual terms. The Bishop of the Catholic Church agreed
to the land offer on his visit to Tinputz around 2006.



The local community has been positive to the relocation of the Carteret Islanders. Ursula
has suggested there is good feeling and there is a lot of support from the Bougainville
community. Tulele Peisa is also trying to maintain and coordinate and offers of local families
hosting Carteret Islanders onto Bougainville.



Islanders have had awareness training about the relocation sites. TP is trying to make
transport available for the Islanders to enable access to each of the relocation sites.



At the Tinputz relocation site each family has been allocated a 1Ha land parcel for them to
work in to produce food and cash crops. Islander families have to learn the work of
maintaining the plots, and it is very different to the way of life on the Islands.



Assimilation still needs to happen. More active roles in ceremonies, funerals and clans. A lot
of learning is needed. Cultures are close geographically, but there are still difference
between Bougainville and the Islanders.



In the first attempts at relocation, it did not work. The men came to Bougainville without
their families and they became homesick. Three men returned. Moving is a slow process,
the family comes into a transit house at the relocation site before moving into their
permanent new home.



Some Bougainvillians say that the Islanders are lucky to be given land, envious maybe;
Tulele Peisa acknowledges that some Bougainvillians don’t have land of their own.



No direct financial aid to the Islanders, any donor fund goes directly to TP office for
administration and projects.



TP has purchased garden tools and utensils (gear does get stolen)



There is a motor being delivered for the motorboat expected by the end of June.



TP also helps with income generation on the Carteret Islands and at Tinputz:





Cocoa
Seaweed
Fishing
Poultry Project (however the first trial chooks were stolen from the relocation site.)
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Active Donors to TP:
ACF
Finland Embassy - Major Donor - via Canberra – Sustainable Livelihood program.
Bread for the World (Climate Change Program)
Friends of TP (Brisbane)
Christianson Fund (Biodiversity Program)
NMZ Hamburg Lutheran Church – Germany






Future Funders:
Rotary
MISEOR
Oxfam NZ (Sustainable livelihoods)
ECP (European Migration Program)





Some families have already said they now do not want to return to the islands.



There are 4 atolls making up the Carteret Island group of islands.

Huene Island, now divided into two
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